Every major key contains three diatonic minor triads. The soft, warm color they add is tremendous when mixed with the other three primary major colors. Examples:

Key of Eb
3/4 time

Key of D variation
4/4
pickup

Key of B
4/4

(C#7sus F#)
Assignment:
As usual, try to write at least a few phrases on the subject at hand. Of course, first get to where you can play all of the above really smoothly, thinking of the chord names, and eventually the numbers too, while you play.
As far as learning the minor chord forms themselves, consult the supplementary sheets.
Harmonic Vocabulary
Every major key contains 3 diatonic minor triads. The color is
warmed down when mixed with the 3
primary major colors. Examples:

Key: D Variation

Assignment: As usual, try to write at least a few phrases on the
subject at hand. Of course, first get to where you can play
all the above really smoothly, thinking of the chord names,
and eventually the numbers too, while you play.
A few learned minor chord forms themselves,
consult the supplementary sheets.